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We created sodium Bose-Einstein condensates in an optically plugged quadrupole magnetic trap. A focused,
532-nm laser beam repelled atoms from the coil center where Majorana loss is significant. We produced
condensates containing up to 33107 atoms, a factor of 60 improvement over previous work and a number
comparable to the best all-magnetic traps, and transferred up to 93106 atoms into a purely optical trap. We
compare our observations with a simple model of evaporative cooling, concluding that a laser in the range of
1 W srather than 5 Wd may suffice.
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Large-volume magnetic traps are a workhorse in the field
of quantum gasesf1g. This is due to the fact that they can
capture an entire laser-cooled atom cloud, a feature difficult
to achieve with optical trapsf2–4g, one which greatly facili-
tates achieving the initial conditions for evaporative cooling.
Among such traps, the quadrupole designfsee Fig. 1sadg has
the largest capture volume—close to the physical size of the
coils—and tightest confinement due to the linearity of the
potential. Moreover, only one pair of coils is required, and
this maximizes the optical access to the atoms. While these
advantages are extremely appealing, there is one crucial
drawback—the magnetic field zero at the center near which
atoms are eventually lost. Magnetic trap designs without a
field zero at the minimum typically require additional coils
that reduce the visibility of the atom cloud. The modified
quadrupole trap with an “optical plug” introduced by Ket-
terle and co-workers solved the problem of the field zero
without compromising optical accessf5g. However, it was
not clear to what extent it could be improved relative to other
successful designsf1g.

In this work, we demonstrate that an optically plugged
quadrupole trapsOPTd is a simple and robust method of
creating a Bose-Einstein condensatesBECd that performs as
well as the best Ioffe-PritchardsIPd traps. Our main result is
a 60-fold improvement in atom number over earlier work,
achieving the third-largest alkali-metal BEC reportedf6,7g.
Our design uses a stable, solid state “plug” laser at 532 nm
requiring little or no adjustment for several weeks of opera-
tion. Moreover, the focusing of an additional, intense laser
beam adds only a minor complexity to the apparatus, com-
parable to that required for optical confinement of BECsf8g.
We studied the effect of the plug laser power, concluding that
a laser in the range of 1 Wsrather than,5 W, as was used
earlierd might suffice to create a BEC. While the OPT does
not have a simple harmonic potential energy surfacessee
belowd, we have transferred up to 93106 atoms into a
purely optical trap created by a single, focused infrared laser
beam. This demonstrates that the OPT is an excellent starting
point for BEC experiments.

A simple configuration of coils that will trap low mag-

netic field seeking particles is the quadrupole trap, formed by
a pair of coils running current in the opposite direction in the
so-called “ anti-Helmholtz” configurationfsee Fig. 1sadg. Un-
fortunately, by itself this trap is not so useful for evaporative
cooling—within a region of 1–2mm radius near the mag-
netic field zero at the trap center, the atoms can spontane-
ously undergo spin flips and are lost from the trapf9g. This
Majorana loss can be eliminated if one removes the field zero
from the cloud, for example, using a fast, rotating bias field
f9,10g, or alternately, using a Ioffe-Pritchard design which
has a finite bias field at the trap minimumf11g. Our approach
is based on an idea of Ketterle and co-workers to use the
optical dipole force of a blue-detuned laser beam to repel
atoms from the region containing the holef5g. The resulting
potential energy surface depends on both laser and magnetic
fields, and the minimum is displaced from the coil center so
that the atoms experience a nonzero magnetic field.

Our experimental sequence starts with a Zeeman-slowed
23Na atomic beam based on a “spin-flip” design whose flux is
about 1011 atoms/s. About 1010 atoms are loaded in 3 s into
a dark magneto-optical trapsMOTd in the F=1 hyperfine
level f12g. Roughly 1/3 of the atomssthe weak-field seekersd
are transferred into the OPTsthe magnet and laser beam are
turned on simultaneouslyd, whose axis of symmetry is verti-
cal. Each coil has 24 windings of 1/8 in. square cross-
section copper tubing. The average diameter of each coil is 4
in. and their spacing is 2.25 in. A current of 350 A flows
through the tube walls, while cooling water flows through
the tube itself, and the total voltage drop including a high
current switch is 20 V. The predicted field gradient is 320
G/cm at this current. Following the loading of the trap, rf
evaporative cooling for 42 s resulted in an almost pure Bose-
Einstein condensate ofs10–30d3106 atoms. In order to
achieve such high atom numbers, we reduced the trap current
by a factor of 14 toward the end of the evaporation stage,
thus lowering inelastic losses associated with high atomic
density. To ensure the magnetic field zero did not move with
respect to the stationary plug beam, it was imperative to
carefully cancel stray magnetic fields. By observing the mo-
tion of the cloud center and adjusting three pairs of Helm-
holtz coils, we reduced stray dc fields to&20 mG, resulting
in &10-mm motion of the field zero, well below the plug
beam diameter.*Electronic address: craman@gatech.edu
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The plug beam is derived from a 5-W, intracavity-doubled
Nd:YVO4 laser sCoherent Verdi-5Wd at 532 nm. The laser
output passes through a 40-MHz acousto-optic modulator
sAOMd sIntra-Action Corp.d used for rapid switch-off of the
laser beam. After expanding the beam size by a factor of 3,
we focused it into the vacuum chamber to a beam waist of
.40 mm using a 500-mm lens. The green light propagates
along the axis of the quadrupole fieldsin our notation, thez
axisd through the vacuum chamber and its focus is subse-
quently imaged onto a charge-coupled device camera with a
magnification of 2.5. We used the same imaging path to
record the atomic absorption using a resonant probe laser at
589 nm. To suppress the powerful green laser beam during
this measurement, we placed a dichroic mirror, a 589-nm
interference filter and up to two bandpass edge filters in the
beam path, for a total suppression of up to 13 orders of
magnitude. The focus of the plug beam was aligned to the
center of the atom cloud in the trap by steering the beam
output before the final focusing lens using a mirror mount
with a micrometer actuator. After coarsely positioning the
focus at the center of the circular absorption image, we per-

formed a fine-tuning by searching for an enhancement of
evaporative cooling, as detailed below.

Ring trap. To understand the potential energy surface of
the combined optical and magnetic fields, we consider an
ideal case of a perfect Gaussian laser beam profile. Since the
quadrupole potential possesses azimuthal symmetryfsee Fig.
1sbdg, this results in a ring-shaped Bose-Einstein condensate.
Neglecting the variation of the laser beam alongz due to the
long Rayleigh range of a few millimeters, the minimum of
the combined laser and magnetic potential is a circle of ra-
dius r0 in the x-y plane, which is located midway between
the coils fsee Fig. 1sedg. r0 satisfies us] /]rdU0e

−2r2/W2
ur=r0

=mB8 /2, with U0 the peak ac Stark shift from the plug beam,
W the beam waist,B8 the axial quadrupole magnetic field
gradient, andm=1/2 Bohr magneton is the magnetic mo-
ment for atoms in theuF=1,mF=−1l hyperfine state. Typi-
cally, r0.W. Near r =r0 and z=0, the potentialU varies
harmonically in ther andz directions, with radial curvature
]2U /]r2=mB8 / s2r0ds4r0

2/W2−1d. Along the z direction
]2U /]z2=2mB8 / r0.

Harmonic trap. Our laser profile deviates considerably
from a perfect Gaussian in the wings, where the atoms pri-
marily reside. Small imperfections can result in minima
whose location and curvature about the minimum are uncon-
trolled. To exert control over the potential, we artificially
broke the symmetry using an elliptical focus of aspect ratio
a. We inserted a slit into the beam path before the final
focusing lens to create a spatial profile with roughly the in-
verted aspect ratio 1/a. The resulting beam focus was ellip-
tical, with its minor axis orthogonal to the slit direction. The
resulting potential has two distinct minima on the minor axis
y of the ellipse aty= ±y0 fsee Fig. 1scd and 1sfdg. Typically,
Wy=42 mm andWx=aWy with a=2.5, B8=23 G/cm in our
decompressed trap, and we estimatey0=70 mm andU0/kB
=65 mK for 2.7 W of laser power delivered to the atoms.

The elliptical focus allows us to impose a hierarchy of
trapping frequenciesvy.vz.vx that simplifies the time-of-
flight images, as shown below. A randomly located focus
would have arbitrary values for the frequencies. Neglecting
gravity and assuminga→`, one hasvx

2=mB8 / s2My0d, vy
2

=vx
2s4y0

2/W2−1d, andvz
2=4vx

2. For our parameters, gravity
and the finite value ofa introduce corrections of 10% tovx
and vz, yielding predicted frequencies ofvx,y,z=2p360,
215, and 125 Hz, respectively. In practice, there can also be
an asymmetry between the two minima which is discussed
later.

The presence of an elliptical focus dramatically changed
the time-of-flight distribution of the trapped gas. For final rf
frequencies above 500 kHz we observed a symmetric distri-
bution in thex-y plane when imaged along thez direction,
indicating a thermal cloudfFig. 2sadg. Below 500 kHz we
observed a bimodal distribution with an anisotropically ex-
panding condensate in the shape of a cigarfFigs. 2sbd and
2scdg. The long axis of the cigar was parallel to the minor
axis of the ellipse. While we expect that this axis should
rotate if the ellipse is made to rotate, we could not easily
observe this simply by rotating the slits due to a residual
ellipticity in the laser beam profile. At a frequency of 150
kHz we saw a nearly pure condensate. Time-of-flight images

FIG. 1. The optically plugged trapsOPTd. sad A pair of coils
with opposite currents constitutes a quadrupole trap, which has a
hole in the center where atoms are lost by Majorana spin flips.sbd
An optically plugged trap is realized by focusing an intense, blue-
detuned laser beam to the center that repels atoms from the hole,
resulting in a Bose-Einstein condensate free to move along a ring.
scd Using an elliptically shaped focus, the symmetry of the ring is
broken, and two distinct minima form along the minor axis of the
ellipse. About each minimum the atoms experience three-
dimensional, harmonic confinement with three distinct frequencies.
sdd–sfd Potential energy versus position in thex-y plane correspond-
ing to the trapping geometries ofsad–scd.
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from the sidesx directiond showed that the condensate ex-
panded anisotropically in three dimensionsfFig. 2sddg.

The measured temperature just above the transition was
1.9 mK. The theoretical prediction for a harmonically
trapped ideal gas isTc=s"v /kBdsN/1.202d1/3, where v
=svxvyvzd1/3 f13g. For the estimated frequencies above, with
N=313106atoms in onestwod wells, we get a temperature
of 1.7 s1.3d mK. The true prediction lies somewhere in be-
tween, since there are two minima whose relative population
depends on the laser alignment and profile, which we can
control only with limited precision. A systematic underesti-
mate of the atom numbers may be responsible for the higher
temperature measured. The agreement between theory and
prediction is reasonable given the uncertainties in the exact
shape of the potential due to beam alignment as well as the
effects of anharmonicity.

Below the transition, we studied the anistropic expansion
of the condensate. Assuming harmonic confinement, in the
Thomas-Fermi limit the chemical potentialm is related to the
expanded cloud sizes through the relationm=M / s4t2dsWx

2

+Wy
2+Wz

2d whereWi is the Thomas-Fermi radius along thei
th direction obtained from a parabolic fit to the time-of-flight
image. For our geometry, roughly 65%, 25%, and 10% of the
energy is released in they, z, andx directions, respectively.
We estimatem /kB=600 nK from the measured cloud sizes.
The Thomas-Fermi prediction ism=s152/5/2dsNas/ad2/5"v
whereN is the number of condensed atoms,as=2.75 nm is
the scattering length, anda=Î" / sMvd is the harmonic os-
cillator lengthf14g. Estimating the atom number to be.20
3106 atoms in onestwod wells, we computem /kB=530

s400d nK. Both release energy and transition temperature are
slightly higher than the predictions, as would be expected for
an underestimate of the atom number.

We explored the crucial role played by the plug during
evaporation. Figure 3 demonstrates how strong Majorana
losses are—when the plug beam was misaligned from the
magnetic field center by more than 50mm along any direc-
tion fFigs. 3sad and 3scdg, tremendous losses ensued and very
few atoms remained near the end of the evaporation ramp.
However, when it was correctly aligned, as in Fig. 3sbd, we
obtained a huge increase in probe absorption, an unmistak-
able signature that the hole had been successfully plugged
and that we could produce a BEC.

While the plug beam is clearly necessary, a natural ques-
tion is how high the potential barrier must be to prevent
Majorana loss. We varied the laser power and therefore the
barrier heightU, observing the final atom number in the
condensate, with the results plotted in Fig. 3sdd. Two features
are distinctly visible. For one, there is a threshold barrierU
=Uc for observing a condensate corresponding to about
15 mK swe have observed thatUc depends on the loading
conditionsd. Second, there is a roughly linear increase in the
number of atoms with no clear evidence of saturation asU is
raised up to 60mK, corresponding to the maximum power
available from the laser. We estimate that the atom number
should saturate whenU.Umax=

3
2kBTi <300 mK, the aver-

FIG. 2. Transition to BEC in the OPT. Absorption images taken
at final rf frequencies ofsad 0.55,sbd 0.45,scd 0.30 MHz show the
formation of a Bose condensate. The field of view in each image is
2.732.7 mm2. Below each image is a horizontal slice through a
two-dimensional bimodal fit to the absorption data.sdd Views along
the z and x directionss40 and 20 ms time of flight, respectivelyd
show the three-dimensional anisotropic expansion of the conden-
sate.sed A view in the trap along thez direction shows two sepa-
rated clouds near the two minima of the potential. Each view insdd
is 1.6 mmsyd30.8 mmsx,zd, while sed is 0.8 mm30.8 mm.

FIG. 3. Plugging the hole. Catastrophic loss results if the “plug”
is not carefully aligned. Insbd it is aligned precisely with the mag-
netic field zerosindicated by a dashed lined, resulting in a large
number of atoms near the end of the rf evaporation stage, while in
sad and scd it is misaligned along they direction by 190 and
−65 mm, respectively, resulting in very few atoms. The field of
view in each image is 131 mm2. The plug laser power also dra-
matically affects the number of condensate atoms achieved, as
shown insdd sclosed circlesd, although large condensates were ob-
tained even when the plug is not completely capable of repelling
atoms loaded from the MOT, whose initial temperature wasTi

=190mK. Each point is the average of between two and four sepa-
rate runs of the experiment, and the error bars are statistical. The
solid line is a fit of the data to a model described in the text.
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age energy of atoms passing near the hole at the beginning of
evaporation. Indeed, we estimate thatU=60 mK ,Umax at
our maximum power from the measured laser power and
beam sizef15g. Remarkably, in spite of some Majorana loss,
BECs of up to 303106 atoms could still be created, close to
the state of the art achieved in IP traps. By using a tighter
focus of 15–20mm, it may be possible, therefore, to use a
plug laser whose power is 1 W or lower, rather than the 5-W
version currently in use.

We can explain our observations qualitatively by noting
that Majorana loss is most significant at low temperatures,
and should disappear forU.Umax. In this limit, we expect
the largest condensate atom numberNc=Nc

max. If U,Umax
there will be loss for a periodT.Tmin and no loss forT
,Tmin=2U / s3kBd, resulting in a condensate withNc,Nc

max.
If U is less than some critical valueUc, the losses are suffi-
ciently high so that evaporative cooling cannot be sustained
and no BEC is formed, as observed for our data atU.kB
315 mK. The key point is that a BEC can still be produced
in the intermediate regimeUc,U,Umax, i.e., in the pres-
ence of finitesbut not overwhelmingd losses.

To quantify this further, we introduce a simple model that
describes the essential physics in this regime. We can com-
pute an analytical expression for the ratioNc/Nc

max. To this
end, we include Majorana loss in Eq.s9d of Ref. f16g and
integrate with respect to time, writing all quantities in terms
of temperature. This results in the following expression for
the phase space densityD:

ln
D

Di
= ã ln

T

Ti
+

tev

a
E

Ti

T

GM
dT8

T8
s1d

whereTi andDi are, respectively, the temperature and phase
space density at the start of evaporation,a expresses loga-
rithmically the change in temperature per atom evaporated,
ã=f1−asd+3/2dg /a, where d=3 for a three-dimensional
linear potential, andtev is the time constant for atom number
decay, assumed, for simplicity, to be independent of tempera-
ture and anyssmalld losses. Note thatã,0. GM is the Ma-
jorana loss rate, which we calculate as follows. Ref.f9g es-
timates the rate at which atoms pass through the Majorana
“hole” in a linear trap to beGM =C/T2, whereC is a constant
that depends onmB8. In the presence of the plug, the atoms
must climb an energy barrierU to get to the hole, which
modifies the atomic velocity from v=Î2E/M to
Î2sE−Ud /M, whereE= 3

2kBT is the energy. Since the loss
rate is proportional tov2 f9g, this gives a corrected estimate
of GM =sC/T2ds1−2U /3kBTd. Physically, by climbing up the
“plug” potential, the atom slows down, and Majorana transi-
tions are suppressed since it perceives the magnetic field
change to be more adiabatic.

Equation s1d applies during the loss periodT.Tmin,
whereas forT,Tmin we have evaporative cooling without
loss:

ln
D

Dmin
= ã ln

T

Tmin
s2d

whereDmin is given by Eq.s1d evaluated atT=Tmin. Conden-
sation occurs whenD=Dc=2.612, at a temperature ofTc. To

account for this, we assume that evaporation proceeds to
essentially zero temperature, where the final condensate
numberNc is a fixed fraction of the number of thermal atoms
at T=Tc stypically, about 1/3d, and thereforeNc~Tc

3 for a
harmonic potential. It is then straightforward to combine
Eqs.s1d and s2d, eliminatingDc andDi to write

ã

3
ln

Tc

Tc
max = −

tev

a
E

Ti

Tmin

GM
dT

T
. s3d

We then putTmin=2U / s3kBd and perform the integration us-
ing the above expression forGM to obtain a final answer of

Nc = Nc
maxexpX−

3

Rã
H1 −F3kBTi

2U
G2

−
4U

9kBTi

3S1 −F3kBTi

2U
G3DJC s4d

where Nc
max occurs at U=Umax= 3/2kBTi and R

=s2a /tevdsTi
2/Cd is essentially the ratio of the rates of

evaporative cooling and Majorana loss. Equations4d is plot-
ted as a solid line in Fig. 3 usingTi =190mK, with a two-
parameter fit to the data yieldingNc

max=3.73107atoms and
uR3ãu=75. Both parameters are quite reasonable for our
conditions.Nc

max is about 25% larger than our maximum ob-
served atom number. We can compare the fit value foruR
3ãu with an order of magnitude estimate based on our ex-
perimental parameters. With a factor of,15 s20d reduction
in atom numberstemperatured over the first 27s of evapora-
tion we deducetev<10 s anda<1. An order of magnitude
estimate assuming no plug is present givesC
," /M(2mB8 / s3kBd)2=1400smKd2 s−1 f9g, whereas we take
an upper bound onC of 400 mK2 s−1 from the 90-s lifetime
for atoms at the highest temperatures. The end result isuR
3ãu*60, fortuitously close to the fit value.

Over the range of 15,U,60 mK, the model predicts a
smooth variation in atom number rather than a sharp thresh-
old, in agreement with our data. The latter does not clearly
show the saturation present in the model, however. A more
complete model would account for the time variation oftev
si.e., “runaway” evaporationd, the effect of Majorana loss on
the atoms energy distributionspossible heating or coolingd,
and the dynamics of condensationsgoing beyond the treat-
ments of f16,17gd. However, our simple treatment appears
sufficient to grasp the essential physics, namely, that evapo-
ration in the presence of small losses can still successfully
produce large condensates.

Finally, we demonstrate that the OPT can be used as a
“cooling stage” to achieve quantum degeneracy, followed by
transfer of atomssin a procedure similar tof8gd into a purely
optical trap formed by a single, focused infrared laser beam.
Here the atoms are localized near the intensitymaximum,
where the potential energy surface is well defined. Our trap
was formed by the output of a 1064-nm fiber laser which
passed through an AOM and a single-mode optical fiber be-
fore being focused onto the atoms with a beam waist of
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roughly 25mm. In spite of a significant mode mismatch be-
tween the OPT and the purely optical trap, we achieved a
transfer of up to 93106 atoms, or 50 % of the condensate.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a state-of-the-art,
large-volume magnetic trap for Bose-Einstein condensation.
Future designs incorporating a quartz cell vacuum chamber
would benefit the most from the enhanced optical access of
the OPT. For example, one would achieve unrestricted access

along two axes, rather than just one, as is typical of Ioffe-
Pritchard traps such as the cloverleaf designf11g.
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